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It seems that classicists do it wearing masks, as yet another report reaches Omnibus of a 

successful masked performance of Greek tragedy. Mrs Carola Scupham, who teaches at St 

Christopher School, Letchworth, writes of her experiences with a shortened English prose 

version of Antigone: 

 

I had already produced four Greek plays, in English, but had wanted to experiment with 

masks for some time .... First I tried papier-mâché, formed over plastic masks. This proved 

strong and light, but we didn't like the knobbly effect. In the end I decided to use the plastic 

masks, obtainable at Theatre Zoo in Covent Garden. I bought two types: one 'masculine' 

featured, one 'feminine'. I used the front face only – ears went into the bin – and cut out 

eyes and mouths. I painted them with white emulsion, and finally 'colour-coded' them with 

stylised features – Antigone in red, Ismene in blue, Creon in gold, etc – and added a bit of 

face-fungus to the Sentry, Creon, and Teiresias, whose eyes were given mere pin-pricks, to 

prevent her (him) getting lost on stage ... 

 

We found the greatest help in rehearsal was the use of full-length mirrors. The actors could 

then immediately see the effect of each movement, and their relationship to the other 

actor(s). Not only large movements are effective: even the slightest tilt of the head or hand 

gesture was very powerful, against a background – most important – of absolute stillness 

when not speaking. And they did find it best to face forwards almost all the time, whether in 

dialogue or not. The relationship of those conversing is expressed by body action, not by eye 

contact: e.g. Ismene knelt in front of Antigone, both facing forward, or one put her hand on 

the other's shoulder. The cast worked hard at this, and the style was found most effective 

by the audience... In fact I now can't think how any production with the normal (modern) 

technique can be anything like as interesting for actors and audience... Do try it if you 

haven't! 


